The district dashboards in SchoolPace have been updated to provide easier access to ENIL data for district leaders. This update also paves the way for future improvements which will make SchoolPace data even more useful. Below, you’ll find additional information about this new update:

- For districts that use the ENIL in at least one school, the new dashboards display ENIL data alongside IRLA data. (For districts that do not use the ENIL, no ENIL data will be displayed on the new dashboards.)

- Data for the new dashboards is pre-calculated each night at 11:59pm to improve performance. Those district leaders who would like to see up-to-the-minute data may press the Refresh Dashboard button. In large districts, it may take up to ten minutes after clicking the refresh button to see updated data.

- Currently, the percentage and growth calculations displayed on this dashboard are based on the entire school population. In the coming weeks, another update will be released to improve this calculation. The forthcoming update will base ENIL percentages and growth calculations on the subset of students who have ENIL levels entered in SchoolPace.

For questions or comments, please contact schoolpace@americanreading.com.